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About me

My decision to form One Financial Solutions and become part of the 2plan wealth 
management network, was based on my desire to provide clients with truly 
independent advice and not be restricted to a panel of providers.

I personally selected the advisers at One Financial Solutions, ensuring they share my 
values of wanting to be truly independent, offer the most appropriate products and 
provide exceptional customer service.

I’m a member of the Charted Insurance Institute (CII) and hold the Diploma in Financial 
Planning as well as a Statement of Professional Standing.

My experience

I’ve provided financial advice since 1993, accumulating a wealth of knowledge and 
experience from my interaction with customers ranging from individual and personal 
clients, to FTSE 250 corporate bodies.

I provide advice to individuals as well as SME clients. I can advise on pensions and 
investments in specialist areas. For those running and managing their own businesses, 
I have developed an in-depth knowledge of setting up employee benefits packages, 
particularly group personal pension schemes, and ensuring their compliance with 
automatic enrolment legislation.

How I work with my clients

I’m passionate about my profession! After more than 25 years in the business, I decided 
to set up my own firm as I wanted to be able to offer my clients a truly independent 
service. As a client, you go to a financial adviser expecting to receive expert advice on 
subjects you may know little about. You invest your trust in the adviser. It’s a privilege to 
be asked and a responsibility that cannot be taken lightly.

My reputation is my greatest asset. The reputation of the company has been built 
from a combination of the expertise and knowledge of our advisers, maintaining 
independence and satisfying our clients’ expectations. We have a great reputation and 
I’m proud of what we have done, what we are doing and what we will do.

What my clients say

“I have used Wayne to provide a broad 
range of financial advice during the past 
10 years, both as an independent and 
corporate adviser in both business and 
personal matters.  Wayne has always been 
honest, knowledgeable and has given the 
best advice which has continued to yield 
results time and again.  A true expert in his 
field and highly professional, personable 
and with unquestionable integrity.”

Martin Flick, Chief Executive Officer
Olive Communications UK
March 2017

“Our experiences with One Financial 
Solutions have always been positive and 
we have the utmost confidence in all the 
services they provide.  They have been 
helping us to choose and transfer our 
group personal pension scheme and were 
helpful and approachable; guiding
us and explaining requirements we were 
unaware of.  I would not hesitate in 
recommending One Financial Solutions.”

Franck Laurans, Head of Administration
L‘Ecole Bilingue
March 2017
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